INTRODUCTION
THEapproximation theorem in stable homotopy states that for a connected space X, there is an equivalence o=s=x « U C(n,lPJoo)x~nxn/ñ~O where C(n, 1PJ00)denotes the configuration space of n-tuples of distinct points in IPJOOand the equivalence relation identifies ((Ui, ... , un)(xl, ... , *, ... , xn))~((Ul' ... , Ui' ... , un), (x., ... , *, ... , Xn) ) i
Its importance lies in the fact that the right hand side of the above equivalence (which we will briefly refer to as a configuration space model) is a much smaller space than the function space on the left, and thus is much easier to deal with. The second author noted that in the configuration space model, one can replace the X" by spaces like BGln(R). For there is an obvious~n action on BGln(R) and there are obvious inclusions i~: BGl n _ 1(R)-+ BGlnCR), 1sj s n which give sense to the equivalence relation defining the configuration space model. A natural question thus poses itself: what is the homotopy type of the resulting configuration space model LI C(n, 1PJ00)X InBGln(R)/~? n~O An easy argument in invariant theory over (Ql shows that the rational homotopy type is the same as that of Quillen's plus construction BGl(R) +. The second author conjectured that the global homotopy types were also the same.
In this paper we verify a generalized form of this conjecture. We first consider a general framework where the configuration space model makes sense and has a natural Eoo structure (that is an H-space structure which is coherently associative and commutative, giving an infinite loop space structure upon group completion). This is the notion of a permutative 'monoid: a graded space M * = LI Mn' together with symmetric group actions n~Õ n X Mn -+ Mno injections i~: Mn _ 1-+ M no 1sj s n, and direct sum operations EB: M m x M n-+ Mm+ n' all suitably compatible. (The example to keep in mind is, of course, Mn = BGlnCR) or more generally Mn=BEnd(A n ) where A is an object in a permutative category.)
For such a permutative monoid M *' the operation of direct sum gives M * an Eoo structure (but certainly not an infinite loop space structure since 1to(M *) is obviously not a group, as it surjects onto the additive monoid of natural numbers). In the configuration space model, if one replaces the configuration spaces C(n, 1P,l00) by C(n), the nth space of an Eoo operad C one obtains an Eoo structure on a space equivalent to the configuration space model. In most relevant examples, this structure is group complete and thus gives an infinite loop structure on the configuration space model. 
Thus the group completion of the configuration space model of M * is a collection of path components of the group completion of M *. As we mentioned in the previous paragraph, the configuration space model is frequently group complete, in which case the fibration sequence simplifies to U C(n)xr."Mn/~~r(M*)~Z. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the notion of a permutative monoid. By using a convenient choice of operad with C(n) = Ekn and the homotopy theory of permutative categories we show that there is a fibration sequence of infinite loop spaces 
is Waldhausen's stabilization of A(X). §1 We first establish some conventions concerning the symmetric groups. As usual, Ln = Aut(o), 0 = {I, 2, ... , n}. We choose Ln to act on the right of 0, so that for a, 13E Ln>af3:
n-s-n is~iven by n~o!o.
Let ii 0':""0 + 1, 1 <i~n + 1 be the ordered inclusion which misses j E 0 + 1; then i j determines maps iJ: Ln-+Ln+ 1 and 11:;: Ln+ 1 -+Ln which are uniquely defined by requiring that the diagrams
commute for all 0" E Ln>"E Ln + 1 (here j" denotes the image of j E n + 1 under the action of Let (}jE~n denote the permutation (1,j) which sends (n-{I})cn to (n-U})cn, and define ij: Sn-1--+Sn by ij(x)=qj(i~(x» for l~j~n. By definition and (P3) one has 
ij("x)=iJ(O") (ij(x»

(i) B~(S*)~U E~. x EnS.
n~O Proof As S* is a set, both~(S*) and <j(S*) are small categories. The isomorphism in (i) is given on k-simplicies by
for XES•.
Restricting to x such that x is reduced produces the isomorphism on k-simplicies
B~(S*)k~C(S*h.
One easily verifies that these maps preserve simplicial structure. 0 Remark 1.6. Since all morphisms in~(S*) and~(S*) are isomorphisms, choosing an object in each isomorphism class yields equivalences of categories 
is an automorphism in restrict to a functor~(S*)--+~(S~), since fmay send reduced objects to unreduced objects. However, by projecting to reduced objects, we can construct a functor~(f) so that commutes. One can check that this defines a functor from (permutative monoids) to (permutative categories). 
There is a fibration sequence of infinite loop spaces: which is natural with respect to maps of permutative mono ids, and unnaturally split.
Proof This is a restatement of lemma 1.7 (iii) above, since the functor induces, after passing to classifying spaces, the quotient map and this map is natural with respect to maps of permutative monoids. 0
We now extend the above to m-simplicial permutative monoids S<;:') = 11s~m).Lemma 1.5 extends degree-wise in the obvious way. The following lemma extends the fibration sequence oflemma 1.8 to simplicial permutative monoids; the analogous statement for m-simplicial permutative monoids is exactly the same (as is the proof, which we omit). 
Let S~) = {[k] --+S*k} be a simplicial permutative monoid. Then there is a natural fibration sequence of infinite loop spaces:
Proof The connective delooping of the fibration in lemma 1.
produces for each k~0 a fibration BQ(SO)--+Br(~(S*k))--+Br(~(S*k)).
This yields a simplicial sequence which at each level is a fibration with connected base. By ( [9] , Prop. 6.3) one gets a fibration
BQ(SO)--+I[k] --+ Br(~(S*k))I--+I[k]
--+ Br(~(S*k))1 after passing to geometric realization. The loop space functor commutes with geometric realization for simplicial fibrations which are level-wise connected, so looping this fibration yields the desired result. where the monoid structure is induced by block sum. Now suppose that Looacts trivially on H*(IS~)I). Then a homotopy co-limit argument shows that the inclusion IS~)I--+lqs~m»)1 induces an isomorphism on Ho and hence no. Since Iqs~»)1 is group-complete, no(IS~)1)is a group, with the group structure induced by the block-sum operation on S<;:'). Since the action ofLoois trivial on H o(lS~)I), it is trivial on no(lS~)I); by property (P2) this implies no(lS~)1)is an abelian group.
Let e* EHo(s~m)) be the element in homology corresponding to [elm) ] EniS~), e~m))where e!m) Es\m) is given as in definition 1.1 for i=O, 1. Note that since an m-simplicial monoid preserves all the structure, the elements elm) are m-simplicial l-element sets with trivial simplicial structure, and so correspond naturally to points in Is~m)l. Now since Loo acts trivially on H *(IS~)I),it follows that for any iterated Pontrjagin product Xl * ... * x, E H*(ls~m)I), there exists an integer ¢(n) such that Xl * ... * Xn * (e*)<p(n) = xu(l)* ... * xu(n) * (e*)<p (n) for any ( There is a map of fibration sequences where F is the fibre after the plus construction. The triviality of the action of Looon H *(IS~)I) implies by a standard spectral sequence comparison argument that the map I induces an isomorphism in homology. By property (P2) and (P5), the action ofLoo fixes the image of elm) in S~), so the top fibration and hence the bottom admit sections. It follows that 
Proof The simplicial permutative monoid structure on U EGLn(R) is induced by the degree-wise extension of the permutative monoid structure on U GLn(R). This structure is induced by the block sum operation EIJ, ElJmn: GLm(R) x GLn(R)-+GLm+n(R), the conjugation action of Ln on GLn(R) and e1 = ide R" = GL,(R). As the subset U VGLn(R) is closed under the degree-wise extension of this structure, it is a simplicial permutative submonoid of 
1
UBM~( GX)-+ BH.( GX). a
The following Theorem is proved in section 1 of [5] . 
